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1. Abstract
We have proved that the sum of the real parts of the zeros of each partial sum 1+2z+ · · ·+nz
of the Riemann zeta function is bounded for all integer n ≥ 2. If we take into account that the
numerical experiences say us that, except for n = 2, their zeros are not located symmetrically
with respect to the imaginary axis, this property may be considered as a surprising fact.
2. Preliminaries
Notation For each integer n ≥ 2, let Gn(z) denote the entire function
Gn(z) ≡ 1 + 2z + · · · + nz.
We show the following results about Gn(z) (see [3], [4])
Gn(z) = Gn(z)
Gn(z) is an entire function of order 1 for each fixed integer n ≥ 2
Gn(z) is a function of exponential type σ = lnn
Gn(z) is closely related to the solutions to the functional equations
f (z) + f (2z) + · · · + f (nz) = 0, z ∈ C
The sequence {Gn(z) : n ≥ 2} approaches the Riemann zeta function for Re z < −1
Results about the zeros (see [3], [4]):
Gn(z) has infinitely many zeros for each fixed integer n ≥ 2
The functions Gn(z) do not have all the zeros on the imaginary axis, except for the case
n = 2
∀n > 2, any zero of Gn(z) has multiplicity at most n− 2
For the cases n = 2, 3, 4, all the zeros of Gn(z) are simple
The zeros of Gn(z) are situated in a strip, parallel to the imaginary axis, which from now on
we will call the critical strip
We established a formula for the exact number of zeros of Gn(z) inside certain rectangles
in the critical strip. In fact, we can say that there exist infinite rectangles in the critical strip
such that the number of zeros of Gn(z) in the interior of these rectangles is given by the
formula:
Nn(T ) =
[
T lnn
2pi
+ Ωn
]
, with |Ωn| < 1
(See [1]) If f is analytic in a neighborhood V of a, then for each r > 0 such that D(a, r) ⊂ V
and such that f has no zero in C(a, r), the sum of the zeros of f in D(a, r), counted accor-
ding the multiplicity, is
1
2pii
∫
C(a,r)
zf ′(z)
f (z)
dz
Now, in the present paper, we are interested on the behavior of the sum of the real part of
the zeros of Gn(z), for each n ≥ 2
3. The sum of the zeros
We have proved the following results:
Theorem 1 For any n ≥ 2, the real part of the sum of the zeros of the entire function Gn(z),
inside an arbitrary rectangle in the critical strip, is bounded.
As immediate consequence of the previous theorem, we have the next result:
Theorem 2 For each n ≥ 2, let (ank)k=1,2,... denote all the zeros of Gn(z), then
∞∑
k=1
Re (ank) = O(1).
Theorem 3 (Generalization) The sum of the real part of the zeros of the functions
1 + a1e
λ1z + · · · + ameλmz,
where ak ∈ C for any k and |am| = 1 or, equivalently, the functions
m∑
k=0
ake
iλkz,
with ak ∈ C and |a0| = |am| 6= 0, is also bounded.
4. Numerical experiences
Observe that the above result about the boundness of the sum of real parts of the zeros
makes evident that there exists an harmonic distribution of the zeros of Gn(z) around the
whole imaginary axis. This fact can be taken as surprising since there are several numerical
experiences indicating that, except for n = 2, Gn(z) has much more zeros in the left half plane
{z ∈ C : Re z < 0} than in the right one {z ∈ C : Re z > 0} (see Table and Figures 1,2,3,4).
Value Region Total number Negative Positive Sum of
of n of zeros real part real part real parts
3 {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 2000} 350 190 160 -0.377495
5 {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 2000} 513 324 189 -0.238584
6 {z ∈ C : 1000 < Im z < 2000} 285 190 95 0.021785
7 {z ∈ C : −500 < Im z < 0} 155 104 51 0.024509
13 {z ∈ C : 1000 < Im z < 3000} 816 601 215 -4.306266
25 {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 1000} 512 405 107 -5.568134
25 {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 2000} 1025 805 220 2.429658
33 {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 1000} 557 460 97 -3.396913
50 {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 1000} 623 526 97 -5.873633
50 {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 2000} 1246 1049 197 3.543624
This property of Gn(z) is even more surprising if we take into account that the numerical ex-
periences say us also that the width of the critical strip of Gn(z) increases as n does (actually,
this increasing is given exclusively in the right side since we can take −2 as the bound in the
left one).
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Figure 1: Zeros of G3(z) on {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 2000} Figure 2: Zeros of G13(z) on {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 1000}
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Figure 3: Zeros of G33(z) on {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 1000} Figure 4: Zeros of G50(z) on {z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < 1000}
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